Early apps increase by five percent

1,454 hope to arrive in fall

By CHARLES DROZDZ
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

More than 1,450 high school seniors applied for early decision into the University this year, Admissions Dean Lee Santos said yesterday.

And although applications were accepted by November 1 in the past, the office is still in the process of filling the application slots, Santos said.

Santos said he expects the increase will ultimately benefit him and seven other admissions officers.

"It's a nice addition that students and parents are willing to make a commitment to Penn as an option," he said. "It's good for us and bad for other schools who are eliminating other schools and saying they're too full." Early decision is a binding application process that requires accepted students to attend the University, barring acceptance and difficulties.

On average, 38 to 39 percent of early decision applicants are accepted, officials said.

On average, 38 to 39 percent of early decision applicants are accepted, officials said.

"It sends a very positive message," Santos said. "It gives our staff a bit of a preview of what it's like to work in a school that is very, very special." Applications to the University's Class of 1998 increased by 19 percent, from 1,462 early decision applicants yesterday to 1,454 hope to arrive in fall. More than 1,450 high school seniors applied for early decision into the University this year, Admissions Dean Lee Santos said yesterday.

And although applications were accepted by November 1 in the past, the office is still in the process of filling the application slots, Santos said. Early decision is a binding application process that requires accepted students to attend the University, barring acceptance and difficulties.

On average, 38 to 39 percent of early decision applicants are accepted, officials said. Early decision is a binding application process that requires accepted students to attend the University, barring acceptance and difficulties. Applications to the University's Class of 1998 increased by 19 percent, from 1,462 early decision applicants yesterday to 1,454 hope to arrive in fall.
African Studies receives grant

**What is most exciting is what happens outside of the classroom.** We'll be putting students in direct contact with African culture.

**Mary Qaarin**

Bryn Mawr College

"Students are going to be able to see the concentration of African Studies under the auspices of the students," she said. "It gives them the opportunity to do research in Africa."
Mayor Ed Rendell has propelled Philadelphia and himself into the national spotlight.

BY JORDANAHORN

The Phillies may not have won the World Series, but Mayor Ed Rendell just might be in a league of his own. The former University of Pennsylvania football player who has long been red and white is quickly becoming a hero around the nation. Rendell has been described as a person who can do anything.

The tip of William Penn's nose comes to the media. Rendell knows how to help businesses make money, how to help businesses make money, and how to help businesses make money.

When the University alumnus and former Pi Lambda Phi brother and University student government president—look office in 1996, the city was crippled by a $230 million deficit in a $2.3 billion budget. But Philadelphia ended its fiscal year last month not only with its first surplus but with a $3 million surplus thanks to his well-directed drive.

The Mayor has a very high opinion of Mayor Rendell, "Chicago Mayor Richard Daley's press secretary Jim Williams said, "Mayor Daley considers Ed to be the most impressive speaker we've ever had.

"He's a person who can do anything. But it's not just Philadelphians who say the city still has a long way to go, others seem to think Philadelphia has a long way to go, others seem to think Philadelphia has a long way to go.
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Banners plastered throughout campus
Signs call for end of harassment policy

By DANIEL GINZGLER

A group calling itself "Penn Students for Free Speech" plastered several large banners in Superblock and High Rise East.

"They decide what we can say, this is what we scare you,"

Sign hanging on Locust Walk

College junior Elliott Horlarsen of the group hung a 6-foot-long strip of pro-free speech signs early morning on Locust Walk as part of a demonstration for Free Speech Rights. Pro-free speech banners also dotted Super Block.

College freshman Kara Kaplan as Lantern the Queen and College sophomore Karen Mitchell as Wise Old Woman prepared a 10-performance series which will take place in the Quadramics board last spring by the University community and the audience continually misguessing what will come next.

College sophomore Andrew Segall as the wise-cracking private dick.

An enthusiastic audience.

The show will run tonight and Saturday.

John Doe, Joann Doe, James Doe

President Fagin does when she questioned the ability of the Judicial Inquiry Office to enforce Part II. the harassment code.

"People were scared to help hang the banners,"

Sign hanging on Locust Walk

"The show's problems.

The performance was in rem of the Annenberg Center this Friday night. Senior Michael "Stone" Bethel as the show's narrator. Bethel was deliciously gritty as Stone, the wise-old-dick.

The four-man dance number for the audience almost forget about the stage's problems.
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Brown is first team in VBall's path to championship

IVY FROM BACKPAGE became the first team to win an overtime game on "weaker" teams.

Brown's "most important word that Click used. Nothing science will determine that we have higher goals for this weekend. We're going to have to win the game, then the league, then the NCAA, and then do all work all over again for a second time."

"Obviously, the tournament is not over yet, and if we want to win the ivy in the next half, we're going to have to win one out of the next three (matches) consistently - if we want to be really competitive when we're making a run at the NCAA."

"I want everyone to come to the game tomorrow night and show up and be ready, because we can't afford to waste energy."

"We want to play our best ball of the season so far."

Karen Jones now sidelined with a knee injury.

Cornell (5-2) is fourth.

"And last year they ran the option well."

"Everyone who actually went to Princeton remembers the dramatics."

"We feel confident going in as two-third of the Ivy League."

"We want this team to go down in the history books as being the first Ivy League team to go to the NCAA tournament."

"You're going to make fundamental mistakes at some point."

"And last year they ran the option well."
**The Daily Pennsylvania**

**The Buck Stops at Princeton**

J ust Rino is the only member of student Government Administration with a ball. He batted the buck ball. When balls hit him and stopped him, simply by assuming responsibility she won the admiration of all the students. Admittedly, she messed up the good impression and confirmed the rumour about being wrong. Nevertheless, in my view, there is no buck-awaring magic.

In conclusion, some certain self-important members of Pennsylvania's administrative committee are a sorry bunch of eunuchs. Either due to some genetic dysfunction or traumatic childhood experiences, they seem utterly incapable of admitting or adjusting to even the most obvious mistakes. In the other hand, some women and men of exceptional foresight, knowledge even the Holy Pope makes mistakes, are in abundance. Ms. Rino is fortunate to be placed in the head of 300-year-old Princeton. Order of Polite Bill Kiss has got the credit in the future for eliminating the buck in her partnership.

In comparison, certain self-important members of Penn's administrative community are a sorry bunch of eunuchs. Either due to some genetic dysfunction or traumatic childhood experiences, they seem utterly incapable of admitting or adjusting to even the most obvious mistakes.

### In the Bucket

The only consolation for Kuprevich is that he is too happy and too good at Buck to want to leave. We say make him an offer he can't refuse. He may begin to think about retirement, but if he is offered a Buck deal, he would make history as the first African American President of the University.

When you have a horse that will be the best, you can be sure that the next president almost definitely and most probably will be from this group.

The Buck is a horse that has won many races and has a reputation for being a good horse. It is known and praised at Yale for her "Rodin Committee." She is the topic.

JILL T. RINO, MANAGER II • INFOA, I • BARTON, ASSOCIATE MANAGER

### Presidential Picks

In the Buck experience, the Gridiron ineptitude may also be a consideration. Gridiron ineptitude may also be a consideration.

JANET RENO, the District Attorney of New York, is young and has been in the running for other positions such as president of Michigan State, chancellor of the SUNY system, and head of TIAA-CREF 20 years ago, she looked downright friendly to valet drivers.

Vernon Jordan. Major FOB and Washington interest. His energy levels seem like an exemplar for the Ticket Office. He is the center of attention for his work and his charisma. He is the object of ridicule and realizes that he is not half as incompetent as you hoped.

Vincent has impressive legal and business credentials. He was the head of Colgate-Palmolive. He is in the top ten law firms in the country. He is President Emeritus of Penn. You and I, perfect together.

Any letter from any of Rino's friends to any of the Penn students who are interested in her are not only in the Penn faculty and had it not been for the public relation. In the end, the Penn faculty is protected and the buck is not there to save money than her? Disband these departments might turn out some merit. Besides the American Civil Liberties Union, the University's chapter of the Fratema is a testament to her competence.

In the end, the Penn faculty is protected and the buck is not there to save money than her? Disband these departments might turn out some merit. Besides the American Civil Liberties Union, the University's chapter of the Fratema is a testament to her competence.

To the Editor.

Not even the Penn faculty is protected from their own special flavor to the Penn experience, with a piece of toast and threw it away actually.

To the Editor.

She was a heavy liquorized student added his "Take Me to the River" song. It was a hit and was the object of ridicule. Either due to some genetic dysfunction or traumatic childhood experiences, they seem utterly incapable of admitting or adjusting to even the most obvious mistakes.

###Letters to the Editor

**Out of Tune**

To the Editor:

We agree wholeheartedly with Justin Stephan's letter in last week's issue of the "Daily Pennsylvania." (DP 11/9/93). He makes a perfectly reasonable point that some instrumentals and vocal performers, we often see in the White House, never actually practice their rooms and limited hours. Unfortunately, this is not the case, and we would like to see the President's schedule published in this way when a TAA has to suggest that they start practicing every night for the Food Court for evening and weekend study.

The basketball program is in need of updated equipment. Bassett had a solid, well-known basketball program. But when basketball and stopped him, simply by assuming responsibility she turned the admiration of all the students. Admittedly, she messed up the good impression and confirmed the rumour about being wrong. Nevertheless, in my view, there is no buck-awaring magic.

In conclusion, some certain self-important members of Pennsylvania's administrative committee are a sorry bunch of eunuchs. Either due to some genetic dysfunction or traumatic childhood experiences, they seem utterly incapable of admitting or adjusting to even the most obvious mistakes.

### Policy on Submissions

**The Daily Pennsylvania** welcomes comments from the University community on the DP site.
German police: Cigarette crime lords
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The Thrill of the Victory

Steiff Graf slams her way to a victory over Pau Shriver in straight sets (6-1, 6-3) during Wednesday's action at the Virginia Slims Tournament. The tournament will continue through Sunday at the Philadelphia Civic Center.
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M. X-C has something to prove at last meet of season

By TENVILLA BENSON

Juniors don’t come to college nearly ready to have the most important meet of their career.

Tomorrow the team heads south to the ICA championship meet in Bladensburg, Md., to be the Quakers’ last chance to show that they are not the same squad that placed close to last in the nationals at Heps behind their Ivy League rivals, Princeton and Penn State (1). West Virginia (Ill), Cornell (III) and William and Mary (20) will be the top 20 teams - Villanova (4), Georgetown (8), (19), and William and Mary (20) - will be the

The Princeton club was a strong team. They were much bigger than us physically but we stepped up our level of play.”

This was our hardest game,” junior Jeff Lignelli said. “The team was come by talent and desire. The key to

By RICHARD McHauds

simple hopes of getting back on the field for a competitive match. Not only has the squad returned to action, but it has compiled an impressive 4-2-2 record through its first seven games. The club matched four consecutive victories over new area rival University of Delaware (4-2-1) and upset the University of Pennsylvania (1-0), 10-0 in the season opener.

Penn State soccer coach Joe Hall knows all too well how elusive the bids can be. Last year he missed a
touch on the game, a “highlight-

They are not the same squad that placed close to last in the nationals at Heps behind their Ivy League rivals, Princeton and Penn State (1). West Virginia (Ill), Cornell (III) and William and Mary (20) will be the top 20 teams - Villanova (4), Georgetown (8), (19), and William and Mary (20) - will be the

Soccer club has impressive season; W. Rugby wins title

By BRIAN MICHAELS

In September the members of the Penn men’s soccer club team launched the start of their chal-
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Senior Okogbue Okezie needed an

closeout of the victory with a penalty
touch on the game, a “highlight-
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Once upon a Time..."

This was our hardest game,” junior Jeff Lignelli said. “Javier capitalized on
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Flyers lose game, Lindros against Devils

Lemieux may be out until January; Mourning tops Shag; Nets lose to Bulls

Flyers late rally falls short of tying game

Lindros' leading scorer, will miss three to six weeks with a sprained ankle. He took last night at the Spectrum in a 5-2 loss to the New Jersey Devils.

Lindros has 15 goals, a twig, a letterman. He took the season's last home loss at a radio and missed 23 games.

Lindros was in the first part of the final session, and he analyzed in NFL Films to determine the extent of the damage.

Tom Chorsie scored twice, in

including a goal late in the third period. He came from behind the net and scored on a wrap-

around past goalie Chris Terreri.

New Jersey took a 1-0 lead when Chorsie got a rebound in front and burned the Flyers for his third goal of the season on three shots.
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F. Hockey falls to Syracuse in NCAs

Quakers are shut out in the first round

By LUKE D'COCK
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

This is the season of the Ivy League second round, and the season the Ivy League second round has arrived. Harvard and Yale on the road for the first time since 1972. But if Penn rides out of the Ivy League title, it will be facing an even greater test of the season. This week, though, the Quakers (5-0 Ivy League) enter the tournament as the second seed and will face a stiff test against Princeton (8-0 overall) in the first round.

"We play them well as we always do, and we play them on both sides of the ball," Penn coach Al Bagnoli said. "We've been consistent against them all year, and they're a big one for us." The Quakers and Princeton have met 20 times since 1958, and this week's matchup will decide the Ivy League title for the first time since 1972.

The Princeton game actually didn't decide anything. But if Penn rids itself of its losing streak at Harvard Stadium, it will be a big step towards securing the Ivy League title. Penn's senior captain, Dave Feeney, said that people in the Big Apple don't realize how good the Quakers are. "I am completely confident that we can dominate every other team in the league," he said. "We have to put in the work and get the job done, and we will." The Quakers and Princeton have met 20 times since 1958, and this week's matchup will decide the Ivy League title for the first time since 1972.

The Penn football team looks to break a 20-year, nine-game losing streak Harvard Stadium in Crimson coach Joe Restic's final home game. A Quaker win will give Penn a share of the Ivy league crown.

Quaker win in Cambridge would end 20-year drought

By JASON LISA
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Last week, it was widely assumed that the matchup with Princeton would be the Penn football team's stiffest test of the season. This week, though, the Quakers (5-0 overall) may face an even tougher test. Princeton (8-0) is entering the season as the favorite to win the Ivy League title. This week, though, the Quakers (5-0 Ivy League) enter the tournament as the second seed and will face a stiff test against Princeton (8-0 overall) in the first round.
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The Penn football team looks to break a 20-year, nine-game losing streak Harvard Stadium in Crimson coach Joe Restic's final home game. A Quaker win will give Penn a share of the Ivy league crown.